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Given the complexity of research - researchers, particularly
novice researchers often perplexed to make research
methodology choice. A choice which can have a profound
effect upon the way a research is designed and the outcome of
the research. Literature on research methodologies is
voluminous, however, there has been little effort to discuss
the three main research methodologies in a single manuscript.
Grounded in an extensive literature review this paper
discusses quantitative, qualitative and mixed research
methodologies, and highlights the pros and cons of each
methodology. The attributes of each research methodology
are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The word research is composed of two syllables, re and search. The prefix “re” means a new
or over again and the verb “search” means to understand, to investigate or to seek out. The
term research refers to a process of systematic, methodical and ethical steps to solve a
problem, to understand a phenomenon, to answer a question or to establish facts (Neville
2007). The research process is a planned action which involves collecting, analysing and
interpreting information to answer a question or to understand a particular phenomenon
(Johnston 2010). The research process requires the researcher to be careful, systematic,
patient and ethical. Based on Clarke (2005) “a research is going beyond personal experience,
thoughts, feelings, and opinions that do not refer to other sources of information”.
There are different types of research as outlined by Clarke (2005) and Neville (2007). Table 1
below defines the main types of research.
Table 1: Main types of research
Research Type

Exploratory

Descriptive
Analytical
Predictive
Historical
Comparative
Correlation
Experimental
Evaluation
Action
Ethnogenic

Definition
Exploratory research explores a phenomenon which has not been studied before.
The aim is to open-mindedly explore data, to reveal the structure and the pattern of
the data and to foster hypotheses for the purpose of further research. The main
exploratory research data collection methods are surveys, observations, and
literature review.
Descriptive research is a type of research which describes the nature and, the
attributes of a subject.
Analytical research follows descriptive research which analysis the causes and
mechanisms of a phenomenon.
Predictive research is a type of research where the research findings are used as a
source for future prediction.
Studying the past events
Associated with historical research to compare people‟s experiences of different
societies.
Studying the correlation/association between the two phenomenon
Studying a subject with controlled variables
Evaluation of complex social issues
Studying the effects of intervention by the researcher in a real world situation
Researchers are interested in how subjects of the research theories about their own
behaviour rather than imposing a theory from outside
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According to Creswell (2010), the process of a research entails five aspects. First, the
research paradigm- the research methodologies. Second, ontology-the knowledge of the
research. Third, epistemology the way the research knowledge is driven. Fourth, axiology the
value of the research knowledge. Fifth, rhetoric how the research knowledge is written
Edmondson & Mcmanus (2007) refers to coherence between these five elements of research
as “research fit”.
Fundamental to the research fit is identifying and understanding the research methodology.
As pointed by Lan (2002) identifying the appropriate research methodology is fundamental to
research success. Ghanbary (2008) mentioned that an understanding of the research
methodology provides the necessary background for guidance in carrying out any research.
The choice of research methodologies is important because it impacts the validity and
generalizability of the results (Yang, Wang & Su 2006). MacDonald and Headlam (2008)
proposed that “without the appropriate design and use of research methods, we are unlikely to
gather quality information”.
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on research methodology,
and different types of methodology. There is also a large volume of published studies guiding
researchers on the choice of a research methodology. However, a major problem with this
literature is the “methodology debate”. This debate is three sided; quantitative platform,
qualitative platform and mixed platform where quantitative and qualitative platforms are
conciliated. This methodology debate is not new (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 2009). Sale,
Lohfeld & Brazil (2002), Cameron (2011) and Small (2011) claimed that methodology
debate flourished in the 1970s and 1980s. De Lisle (2011) argued that quantitative approach
dominated the research in many fields prior to 1980s and it was during this decade that
qualitative approach became viable choice for many researchers. De Lisle (2011) referred to
this age as the golden age for qualitative approach.
Other authors such as Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner (2007) asserted that this debate goes
back to ancient Greek philosophy. In their view, the extreme of Plato‟s methodological view
is labelled as quantitative research and the methodological view of Sophists is labelled as
qualitative research. The balance of these extremes which is the view of Aristotle is labelled
as mixed method.
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The heart of the methodology debate is whether each particular methodology is superior to
the other (Small 2011) or as pointed out by Krauss (2005) the heart of the quantitativequalitative debate is philosophical, not methodological. The superiority of the methodology
debate is based on epistemology which forms the foundation and validity of knowledge as
pointed out by Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) the key issues in this debate are ontological and
epistemological.
Quantitative methodologists vociferously argue in favour of quantitative approach as a valid
research approach claiming that reality/truth can be measured or quantified. In contrary,
qualitative methodologists oppose this claim and state that understanding a phenomenon is
only possible through the meanings conveyed by people. Furthermore, quantitative
methodologists argue that through quantification a phenomenon can be explained, whereas,
qualitative methodologists become immersed in the context of the research. Quantitative
methodologists believe in empiricism whereas, qualitative methodologists believe in
subjectivism. Quantitative method is portrayed as superior to qualitative method, whereas
some methodologist argues for qualitative method to answer a broad range of social and
behavioural questions which cannot be answered by quantitative means.
Clarke (2005) distinguished qualitative and quantitative methods in four aspects they are;
ontology (nature of reality), epistemology (relationship that being researched, the philosophy
of knowledge), axiology (role of values), rhetorical (use of language/words) and
methodology (overall process of research). Qualitative and quantitative methods diverge in a
number of important respects. The two methods contrast in terms of research questions, data
type, data collection, data analysis, and presentation.
The quantitative paradigm is based on positivism as it is characterised by empirical research
(Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil 2002).In contrast, the qualitative paradigm is based on interpretivism
as it is characterised by interpretation of words (Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil 2002).
Mixed methodologists surfaced as the third platform during this quantitative and qualitative
debate. According to Tashakkori and Teddlie (cited in Cameron 2011), mixed method has
been adopted as the de facto third alternative or third methodological movement. In their
major study, Tashakkori & Teddlie (2010) called the mixed method as a third methodology
choice whereas, Johnson & Onwuegbuzie (2009) called mixed method a research paradigm
whose time has come.
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Creswell (2010) claimed that the concept of mixed method originated in 1959 when
Campbell and Fisk used mixed method to study validity of psychological traits. Although
mixed method is not new, it is a new movement that has drawn attention in the past decade or
so particularly is social science.
The philosophical position of mixed method is summarised by Johnson and Onwuegbuzie
(cited in Cameron 2011) “The paradigm wars of the 1980s have thus turned to paradigm
soup, and organisational research today reflects the paradigm diversity of the social sciences
in general. It is not surprising that this epistemological eclecticism has involved the
development of novel terminology; innovative research methods; non-traditional forms of
evidence; and fresh approaches to conceptualization, analysis, and theory building”.
There are some advocates of mixed method and some critical of mixed method. For example,
based on Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) the arguments for mixed method research are, first,
the two approaches can be combined since they share the goal of understanding a
phenomenon. Second, the two approaches are attuned. Third, mixed method is useful in many
research domains. Fourth, the researcher should not be preoccupied with the qualitativequantitative debate. Bazeley (2004) maintains that mixed methods research should not be
considered inherently valid, instead, trustworthiness and credibility must be assured through
the application of rules and procedures and attention to quality criteria. Indeed, the
development of quality criteria has been a concern for the mixed methods community for
some time. Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) and Johnson & Onwuegbuzie (2009) have argued
that the most salient validity issues faced by mixed methods research were representation,
legitimation, and integration. Representation is the difficulty of representing lived experience
through text and numbers; legitimation refers to the trustworthiness of inferences; and
integration to the multiplicative and additive threats that result from combining methods.
Needless to say is that this debate will continue for years to come. Within this methodological
debate, a novice researcher may baffle how to initiate a research methodology. Groenewald
(2004) claimed that the task of selecting a research methodology is challenging for novice
researchers as they can be overwhelmed by the plethora of research methodologies.
The paper has been divided into four parts. The first part deals with quantitative
methodology, including the advantages and limitations of the quantitative methodology. The
second part deals with qualitative methodology including advantages and limitations of the
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qualitative methodology. The third part discusses the mixed methodology the advantages and
the limitation of mixed method are discussed. This is followed by an account of the attributes
of the three methodologies.
Quantitative Research
Quantitative research is the process of collecting and analysing numerical data to explain a
phenomenon. Quantitative research is also known as traditional, positivist, experimental and
empirical research (Clarke 2005).Quantitative data is mainly presented as numbers (Lan
2002).
The nature of quantitative research is objective and the phenomenon under the study is
independent of researcher‟s thoughts and relies heavily on statistical analysis.
The argument for quantitative research is that in some, occasions, numbers can provide more
reliable information than words.
According to Lan (2002), quantitative research methods are based on large randomised
sample number, statistical inference and few interpretations. Quantitative research design
can be either descriptive or experimental. The subsequent sections explicate the main
advantages and the limitations of quantitative approach. There are four types of quantitative
research design namely descriptive, correlational, cause-comparative and experimental.
Strengths of Quantitative Research
The main strengths of quantitative research are as follow:


Quantitative research findings can be generalised to a large population as the data is based

on random sample selection.


Quantitative research findings are based on precise and quantitative data and hence, are

accurate and reliable.


Quantitative research finding can be used to make quantitative predictions.



Quantitative research can be used to analyse large quantity of data



Quantitative research is useful to study a large population.
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Quantitative researcher is independent and the research is objective.



Quantitative data collection is relatively quick.



Quantitative data analysis is not complicated, data is verifiable and the statistical

software‟s make the analysis relatively quick.
Limitations of Quantitative Research
The main limitations of quantitative research are as follow:


Quantitative research on human phenomena factors such as motivation and perception

can provide limited results.


Quantitative research data collection is labour intensive.



Quantitative research data analysis requires data cleaning.



Quantitative research requires the knowledge of statistics and statistical softwares.



Quantitative research requires more time to analyse as the sample size is large.

Qualitative Research
The argument for qualitative research can be based on this famous quote of Albert Einstein
“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts”.
Dadich & Fitzgerald (2011) suggested that there is no universal definition of qualitative
research. Qualitative research can be defined as the process of collecting and analysing
textual data to get an insight of the interpretations conveyed by people about a phenomenon
which cannot be possible with quantitative research. Qualitative research is mainly used to
understand human behaviour factors (Lan 2002). Qualitative research is subjective and the
aim of qualitative research is to understand a social phenomenon (Hancock 2002). Qualitative
research is also known as constructivist, naturalistic, interpretive, post-positivist, post-modern
(Clarke 2005). Qualitative methods occupy an ambivalent position in social science.
Qualitative data is presented as words, sounds and images (Lan 2002). The sample for
qualitative method is relatively small. Data collection requires interaction between the
researcher and the researched. The nature of data in qualitative method is textual, very
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detailed and information rich (Moriaty 2011). The approaches of qualitative data analysis are;
thematic analysis, grounded theory, discourse analysis and others (Wood 2011). There is no
single best way to analyse qualitative data, the analysis is subject to the research question, the
need for the finding of the research, the context of the research and the resources available for
the research (Taylor-Powell & Renner 2003). There are four types of qualitative research
design namely phenomenology, ethnography, grounded theory and case study (Hancock
2002). The main methods of collecting qualitative data are; interviews, focus group and
observation (Hancock 2002).
In his article, Folkestad 2008 has identified four major paradigms in qualitative method.
Table 2 below describes the four major paradigms in qualitative research.
Table 2: The four types of qualitative paradigm-Adapted from (Folkestad 2008)
Paradigm

Characteristics

Status of Data

Naturalistic
Positivism

The social reality is real. Facts about
Hence, it is important for
the researcher not to affect behaviour and
and influence the data attitudes of people
analysis. The focus of this
paradigm is to answer the
“what” of a reality.

Data collection method
Random samples
Standard questions
Tabulations

Ethnomethodology The meaning of reality is Mutually
produced
through
–
interaction between the constructed
researcher
and
the
Constructionism
researched. The focus is on
“how” of a reality.

Unstructured
Openended interviews

Emotionalism

The emotional attributes of Authentic experience
the researcher and the
researched play a role in
creating the reality.

Any interview treated as

Research constructs the reality
by
producing
description on it.

Deconstructing

Post-modernism

topic.

texts
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Naturalistic-Positivism dominates theses paradigms as the analyses are based on standardised
procedure (Folkestad 2008).
Based on Traynor (2007) prominent characteristics of qualitative method are; naturalistic,
researchers as human instrument, inductive data analysis, descriptive reports and special
criteria for trustworthiness. The subsequent sections explicate the main advantages and the
limitations of qualitative approach.
Strengths of Qualitative Research
The main strengths of qualitative research are as follow:


Qualitative research provides complex textual descriptions of how people experience a

phenomenon.


Qualitative research can be used to explore sensitive topics.



Qualitative research can be used to explore culturally defined experience.



Qualitative research can provide valuable insight into a phenomenon.



Qualitative research provides a depth understanding of a complex phenomenon.



Qualitative research is useful to study a case.



Qualitative research provides an insight into people‟s behaviour, perception and

experience.


Qualitative research data is generally small, convenience and cost effective to collect.

Limitations of Qualitative Research
The main limitations of qualitative research are as follow:


Qualitative research analysis is based on the meanings conveyed by the participants and

the researchers which might not be generalised to a large population due to the lack of
statistical testing.
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Qualitative research sample is small and is not selected at random which cannot be true

representative of the population.


Qualitative research findings cannot be used to make quantitative predictions.



Qualitative research cannot be used to test hypothesis.



Qualitative research findings might have low credibility.



Qualitative research data collection is complex.



Qualitative research data analysis can be time consuming.



Qualitative researchers do not follow a common procedure to analyse qualitative data.



Qualitative researcher can influence the results.



Qualitative research findings reliability and the validity depend on researchers‟ skills and

experience.
Mixed Research
Different definitions of mixed methodology have been engendered by leading methodologists
in this field. The focuses of these definitions are on methods, philosophy and research design.
For example, in their paper Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner (2007) have provided 15
definitions of mixed method research by leaders in this field. There are similarities and
disparities between these definitions. In his definition, Bezeley (2002) distinguished mixed
method from multi-method. Based on Bezeley (2002) in a multi-method, the researcher uses
different methods in parallel or sequence whereas, in a mixed method the researcher
integrates different methods or approaches in a single study. Others like Valerie Caracelli,
Huy Chen, John Creswell, Steve Currall, Marvin Formosa, Jennifer Greene, Al Hunter, Burke
Johnson and Anthony Onwuegbuzie, Udo Kelle and Abbas Tashakkori and Charles Teddlie
defined mixed method as a method where qualitative and quantitative methods are integrated
systematically in a single study.
The definition of mixed method provided by Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner (2007) reflects
these definitions “mixed method research is the type of research in which a researcher or
team of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches”.
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Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2009) and Tashakkori &Teddlie (2010) defined the mixed
method as a method where the researcher mixes quantitative and qualitative research
techniques, methods, approaches, and concepts in a single research project.
The aim of this chapter is not to provide an exhaustive definition of mixed research. In this
research mixed method is defined as a method where the researcher amalgamates the
different taxonomies of the qualitative and quantitative methods for the purpose of a research
question.
Mixed research is a novel and a vibrant research methodology which is getting momentum as
the third choice of research methodology. Research on mixed methodology is still in progress
and according to Leech (2012) recently there is a dearth of information on writing a mixed
method. A major part of the literature on mixed research is concentrated on arguments for
and against the mixed research. In the past two decades, mixed method is rapidly evolving
both conceptually and practically. Groenewald (2004) pointed that the methodologists‟ views
on the choice of research methodologies often contradict one another. For examples, De Lisle
(2011) disputed against the mixed method by summarising the part of the literature which
portrays mixed method as a bungling method. Some of the unconstructive idioms used
against mixed method are poor quality research masquerading and, a violation of basic
assumption of both methodologies. Whereas, Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) have given the
following reasons are provided that why quantitative and qualitative research can be
combined. First, the goal of the two researches is to understand a phenomenon and answer a
research question. Second, some areas of social science require a broad spectrum of
qualitative and quantitative methodologies to be explained. Third, a mixed researcher should
be derailed by the qualitative-quantitative methodology debate as this debate will not end
soon. Contradiction to these reasons Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) still stressed that the two
researches cannot be combined for cross-validation because they do not study the same
phenomenon. However, they can be combined for complementary purpose. As quoted in
Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) by Cary 1993, quantitative and qualitative techniques are
merely tools can be integrated to answer a question. The merits of mixed methods critically
questioned by those methodologist that that voted against the varied use of this method such
as Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil (2002) claimed on their paradigmatic assumption the two
approaches do not study the same phenomenon. Furthermore, they argued that a research
cannot be both a positivist and/or constructivist.
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According to Leech (2012) since the two approaches do not study the same phenomenon
there for, combining them for cross-validation purpose is a viable option (cross-validation
refers to combining the two approaches to study the same phenomenon). The subsequent
section discusses the types and taxonomies of mixed research followed by the advantages and
disadvantages of mixed research.
Types and Taxonomies of Mixed Research
Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner (2007), Creswell (2010) and Bryman & Bell (2011)
classified three dominances of mixed research, namely the qualitative dominant, quantitative
dominant and equal status. Bryman & Bell (2011) claimed that quantitative method still
dominates mixed method. This means quantitative dominant is a preferable mixed research.
The following figure illustrates the three dominances of mixed methodology.
QUAN Dominate Design

Interpretation

QUAL Data
Collection

QUAL Data
Analysis

Parallel Design

Interpretation

QUAN Data
Collection

QUAN Data
Analysis

Interpretation
QUAL Dominate Design

Figure 1: The three types of mixed research
Based on the literature on research methodologies, this chapter proposes the following figure
which depicts the 32 permutations of mixed research. These 32 permutations can be created
by mixing the four main types of quantitative research and the four main types of qualitative
research.
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Qualitative
Research

Mixed Research

Quantitative
Research

Phenomenology

Descriptive

Correlational

Ethnography

Causecomparative

Grounded Theory

Experimental
Case Study

Figure 2: 32 permutations of mixed method
In their seminal article Angell &Townsend (2011) identified three types of mixed research.
Triangulation Mixed Research: The researcher mixes qualitative and quantitative data or
methodologies in a single research. This will enhance the credibility and validity of the
research.
Explanatory Mixed Method Design: Qualitative research is followed by a quantitative
research.
Exploratory Mixed Method Design: Quantitative research is followed by qualitative research.
In their study Angell &Townsend (2011) and Cameron (2011) identified the following three
characteristics of the mixed method:


Quantitative and qualitative research is applied to a single study.



Quantitative and qualitative data collection is involved.



Quantitative and qualitative research is mixed in a sequential or concurrent order.

Cameron (2011) suggested the five Ps frameworks for mixed method which can assist the
mixed method researchers with the fundamental elements of a mixed method starter kit
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namely, paradigms, pragmatism, praxis, proficiency, and publishing. The following table
provides an overview of each of these Ps.
Table 3 the five Ps frameworks for mixed method

Five Ps

Approaches to research

Paradigm

A philosophical approach to the research

Pragmatism

A practical approach to the research

Praxis

A conceptual approach to the research

Proficiency

A knowledgeable approach to the research

Publishing

A presentation approach to the research

Advantages of Mixed Research
This research will be benefited by the numerous advantages of the mixed method. Based on
Bryman (2007), De Silva (2010), Tashakkori and Teddlie (2010) and De Lisle (2011) some
of the benefits that the mixed method can offer in research are:


Mixed research provides insight which could not be offered by a mono-method.



Mixed research can enhance the validity of results, theory building, hypothesis testing and

generalisations.


Mixed research provides a more complete picture of a research.



Mixed research results are less biased.



Mixed research can benefit from the counterbalance of the advantages and disadvantages

of qualitative and quantitative research.


Mixed research facilitates different dimensions of thinking for the researcher.
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Mixed research provides the opportunity for presenting a greater range of different views.



Mixed research provides better/stronger conclusions.



Mixed research provides the opportunity for a novice researcher to capitalise on the

experience of both methods.
Limitations of Mixed Research
Some limitations of mixed research are as follow:


Mixed research requires the knowledge of both quantitative and qualitative

methodologies.


Mixed research is time consuming and may cost higher than a mono-research.



Mixed research finding may be contradictive due to contradiction of quantitative and

qualitative findings.
Traynor (2007) suggested the following solutions overcome the limitations of mixed
research. These solutions are employed in this research.
Table 4: Adapted from Traynor (2007)
Criticism
Not replicable

Solution
Different ways to address validity/reliability (systematic/ rigorous/ focus on
„value‟).
Different purpose.

Can‟t generalize

Explain purpose (meaning/ interpretation).
Can via theory. Theoretical verification.
Disciplined researcher. Rapport. Trust. Details in method section. Not purely

Subjective

subjective-training, structured methods, subjective to verification. Multiple
coders.
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The Attributes of Quantitative, Qualitative and Mixed Research
Table 5 below outlines the main attributes of quantitative, qualitative and mixed
research.
Attributes/ Research
types

Quantitative
Research

Qualitative Research

Mixed Research

Goal

To predict and control

To understand (what, how,
and why)

Mode of Inquiry

Structured

Unstructured

Depends on the
research question
Both structured and
unstructured

Scientific method

Logic

Deductive or “topdown”. The
researcher tests
hypotheses and theory
with data
Deductive

View of human
behaviour

Behaviour is regular
and predictable

Inductive or “bottom-up”.
The researcher generates new
hypotheses and grounded
theory from data collected
during fieldwork
Inductive
Behaviour is fluid, dynamic,
situational, social, contextual,
and personal

Most common
research objectives
Focus
Nature of observation

When to use it?

Description,
explanation, and
prediction
Narrow angle lens,
testing specific
hypotheses
Study under
controlled condition
- To get a broad
comprehensive
understanding of the
situation.
- To get sociodemographic
characteristics of the
population.
- To compare
relations and
correlations between
different issues.
- When accurate and
precise data is
required.
- To produce evidence
about the type and
size of problems.
- When the assessor
knows clearly in
advance what he/she

Description, exploration, and
discovery
Wide-angle and “deep-angle”
lens, examining the breadth
and depth of phenomenon
Study under somewhat
flexible condition

- When in-depth
understanding of a specific
issue is required.
- To understand behaviour,
perception and priorities of
affected community.
- To explain information
provided through quantitative
data.
- To emphasize a holistic
approach (processes and
outcomes).
- When the assessor only
know roughly in advance
what he/she is looking for.

Deductive,
inductive/both
Inductive or deductive
Behaviour can be
predictable and
unpredictable
Multiple objectives

Multi-lens focus
Study under more than
one condition

- To get a breadth and
depth understanding of
a phenomenon.
- To answer a question
from quantitative and
qualitative perspectives.
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Form of data

is looking for
Numerical

Textual

Researcher‟s role

Independent

Immersion

Research language

Form of data
collection

Data analysis
Results

Paradigm

Assumptions

Formal, based on set
definitions,
impersonal voice, use
of accepted
quantitative words
Surveys
Questionnaires
Randomized
controlled trials
Systematic review
Statistical analysis,
descriptive and
inferential
Generalizable
Positivist: This
paradigm is
characterised by
empirical research.
The ontological
position of this
paradigm is that truth
is objective and the
epistemologically
position of this
paradigm is that the
researcher and the
researched are
independent.
Problems can be
defined a priori.
The complexity of
social situations can
be reduced to a string
of variables which are
clearly
operationalized.
There is a reliance on
controlled
experimentation.
Events can be
explained in terms of
cause and effect.
There is one „right‟
interpretation.

Informal, evolving decisions;
personal voice; use of
accepted qualitative words.

Numerical and textual
Independent and
immersion
A combination of
formal and informal;
use accepted
quantitative and
qualitative words.

Surveys and interview

Multiple forms

Thematic, pattern and
conceptualise analysis

Concurrent analysis or
sequential analysis

Insightful findings

Collaborative results

Interpretive: This paradigm is
characterised by
interpretivism/constructivism.
The ontological position of
this paradigm is that truth is
subjective and the
epistemologically position of
this paradigm is that the
researcher and the researched
interdependent.

Pragmatist

There is a focus on exploring
the dynamics of interactions
with the emphasis on the
world as a socially
constructed reality that
involves multiple
perspectives.
The perceptions and values of
all the participants in a
situation are needed in order
to explore the various
possible interpretations.

This approach is more
capable of handling the
complexity of modern
society and technology.
The focus is on
practical problems
rather than on issues of
reality and theories of
society.
It acknowledges the
weakness of current
evaluation tools.
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Table 5: The main attributes of quantitative, qualitative and mixed research (Compiled from
Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil 2002, Holden 2004, Spratt, Walker & Robinson 2004, Clarke 2005,
Traynor 2007, MacDonald & Headlam 2008, Angell & Townsend 2011).
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has given an account of research methodology debate and the three main research
methodologies. The findings from this study make several contributions to the current
literature. The paper began by introducing the concept of methodology debate which will
continue for the years to come. Then the paper discussed the three main research
methodologies namely; quantitative, qualitative and mixed, and highlighted their pros and
cons. The last part of this paper synthesised the three types of the research and outlined their
attributes.
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